
Lean
Multi-sided Park Bench

Design NATiON + KSA DESIGN

This multi-sided park bench provides conventional seating on one side and a standing bench for individuals to lean

against on the other.  The surface between the two can provide space for laptops and other electronic devices to be

placed. The bench provides three seats and can be complemented by optional armrests. Lean is designed for use in

areas where human traffic can become congested. Lean’s streamlined proportions and simplistic style provide

maximum seating where space is minimal. 
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Dimensions and weight Length: 189 cm

Height: 100 cm

Sitting height: 46 cm

Depth: 370 cm

Vikt: 121 kg – 130 kg

Product numbers and
combinations

U18-05HVE  Lean komplett soffa i oljad ek 189 cm

U18-05AH  Lean armstöd höger

U18-05AV  Lean armstöd vänster

U18-05AD  Lean dubbla armstöd för en sits

U18-05H  Lean stativ höger

U18-05M  Lean stativ mitt

U18-05V  Lean stativ vänster

U18-05E  Lean sits och ryggstöd

B11-06  Startkostnad för pulverlackering av stål i en annan färg än standard. Välj

en RAL kulör

Append to product number

WOOD AND FINISH

EK for oiled oak.

METAL SURFACE FINISH

C for any color other than standard, starting cost is added.

VARIANTS

Lean går att förlänga, använd systemets delar för att få den längd du önskar. För

utförligare beskrivning se monteringsanvisningen.

INSTALLATION TYPE

N for surface mount.

Standard colours Gris 2150 Sablé

Materials and surface
treatments

Oak

Oak is a heavy, hard and medium tough wood. Moderately dimensionally stable

in case of moisture changes. Oak wood blackens if it is exposed to moisture or

wetness for a long time. However, it does not affect the other properties of the

wood. Thanks to its hardness and toughness, the oak wood is suitable for

furniture and other use in exposed environments.

Wood oil

Wood oil provides good protection against the stresses of the outdoor climate

and at the same time highlights the wood's natural appearance and properties.

Recycled sand cast aluminium

Aluminium recycled from scrap, hand cast in sand moulds. The energy

consumption when producing recycled aluminium is about 5% of that used when

producing virgin aluminium.
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Powder coating

Powder coating is a coating that is applied as a free-flowing, dry powder. Unlike

conventional liquid paint, powder coating is usually applied electrostatically and

then cured under heat or with ultraviolet light. The result is an even, hard-wearing

coloured surface with the desired gloss level.

Assembly and placement Freestanding

Freestanding product that is placed directly on the ground.

Surface mount

Can be bolted above ground, to the floor or to a cast-in-place foundation. Bolts

not included.

Maintenance Oiled oak

Oiled oak should be oiled twice a year for best protection. Good maintenance

can never completely prevent stains from occurring, but oak that is not

maintained will turn blacker and turn gray faster, but it still has a very long life.

When re-oiling products, a finely boiled oil that penetrates the wood should be

chosen over a film-forming oil.

Powder coated Aluminium

Products that are powder-coated can be touch-up painted with alkyd paint if

necessary.

Read more in our general maintenance advice at nola.se/en/care-and-
maintenance

Versions Available with 1 or 2 armrest.

Character A multi-purpose bench that provides conventional seating on one side and a

support for individuals to lean against on the other.

Designers

NATiON +
KSA
DESIGN
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